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Idle wizard umbramancer guide

If you don't feel like you've made enough profits in the first cycle, just start over at the LS Build phase. [Intelligence]/[Insight] are the dump attributes. After you've gotten this process going, switch out Day Into Night for Seethe In Shadows and switch from Arcanaworg to Shadow Stalker/Ebonsand Behemoth. Earning Umbramancer Step 1: Exile and
start a new game, then close your game and go for a walk or school or work or whatever and come back tomorrow. All of that said, you should still use your extra spell shards and fill in the remaining attributes in the order that they are provided in the tooltip: insight, patience, wisdom. Phase 1: Apprentice If you have already earned Umbramancer
skip to Phase 2. there are quite a few Challenges, with the Umbramancer... Attributes: Of course every item listed has attribute requirements, and therefore you should ensure that you can equip those items before continuing. 75 [Mastery], Rest for gear (100 [Intelligence]). so.... Sit in idle mode as this will take a while without the Umbramancer
pieces (Neck and two rings). Since it isn't a persistent I wouldn't recommend spending too much time on it. Phase 3: Burst and Cycle Step 1: Equip the following spells (yes you use a non-class specific spell). The hardest part of Umbramancer is keeping Umbral Rage going. Once you're down to about 2e5 Liquid Shadow (Or roughly 20% of your total),
It's time to burst. THIS GUIDE IS OUTDATED AND WILL SOON BE DELETED, USE THE NEW ONE. If you don't mind extending your run you can use Homunculus/Simulacrum, but the only important source is Mana Gems (Shadow Coals). Be sure to quickly buy upgrades, sources (Shadow Coal priority), and click the orb to reset your costs and keep
your burst going as long as possible. Seethe In Shadows scales well with autoclick efficiency, and currently available (unspent) LS, so it is best to keep those numbers high. Do you find that game play isn't tedious enough? Manually cast everything, but put Seethe In Shadows on reckless. Build up to approximately 1e5 Liquid Shadow (LS) and Magical
Weapon, Eclipse and Empower are fully charged (do not cast these spells while they are charging). Seems to be outdated. Reckless Cast all spells while manually clicking the orb until they are out of charges or you are out of Liquid Shadow. As Ebonsand Behemoth levels slow down, replace Condensing Shadows and Dancing Flame with Eclipse and
Empower. P.S.S.- After you click the orb enough for XP and the Shard Pool Upgrades (200 manual clicks) then you can stop. At 650: 150 [Dominance], 150 [Mastery], 125 [Spellcraft], 150 [Intelligence], 75 [Insight] If you are below 300 attributes, you can still use Umbra. how does he work? Tips and Important notes When cycling your spells it is good
to become comfortable with quick equipping spells (Hotkeys) Your hero's passive falls off relatively early so spending LS stops giving much benefit after about 1e7, this can easily be reached while simply casting spells and does not require a lengthy startup period. For another confusing class, check out my Chronomancer Guide! Class: Abolisher
Archon Desolator/Umbramancer Heretic/Exorcist Prodigy/Temporalist Other Pet: Homunculus Simulacrum Greater Chimaera/Doppelganger Soulstealer Additional Details: Progress Week: Legacy: None 1 5+ 7+ 18+ 20+ 25+ 27+ 31+ 37+ 42+ 49+ 56+ 60+ 64+ 72+ Mastery Points: None 50 75 175 225 Challenges: Secret Achievements: Much
Potential Left Mighty Group Items: Nomadic Wrists Not Equipped Rare Epic Legendary Hollow Eye Pendant Not Equipped Rare Epic Legendary Endless Pouches Not Equipped Uncommon Rare Epic Legendary Casque of Learning Not Equipped Epic Legendary The Great Journey Not Equipped Common Uncommon Rare Epic Legendary Artificer's
Shoulderpads Not Equipped Epic Legendary Mana Sources (calculated): X Current XP X Goal XP X XP Neeeded for Goal X X Total TS Cast Needed X TS Cast Needed Time to Goal X Minutes X Hours X Days X Weeks X Months Time to Goal during Persistence Week X Minutes X Hours X Days X Weeks X Months 72 achievements grouped by sorted by
selected Idle Wizard > General Discussions > Topic Details How to Umbramancer? Do you find that most guides are too tedious? After those requirements are met here are some recommendations for where to spend the rest of those attributes. Spell Craft - 175: Each milestone has a great deal of benefit for all spells cast. Intelligence - 175: Given
that there is almost no benefit granted by patience, wisdom, or insight, and the milestones on the remaining categories give very little benefit it is important to squeeze as much as you can out of intelligence as possible Mastery - 150: None of the milestones are particularly useful however with the heavy emphasis that umbra mancer has on their class
ability it is important to make the most out of it that you reasonably can. [Intelligence] will give you the flat source/myst boost, but [Insight] is only useful for Shadows Of The Void because [Insight] does NOT increase the amount of Liquid Shadow(LS) you receive from Shadow Clots (Entities). Ex. At 300: 150 [Dominance], 75 [Spellcraft], 75 [Mastery].
Hay guys,i have a few Hours in the Game, found my personal Favorits and are about to hit the completion of all Challenges.... Start of Run You will want to stay as Apprentice and level as much as you can using Conjure Manabeast, Conjure Primal Elemental, Void Lure, and whatever else you desire while leveling Spellhound/ Arcanaworg. Dominance 150: seethe in shadow is the bread and butter of making profit using this guide and gains a huge benefit for having a high dominance score. The reason for this is Umbra's main burst spell, Seethe In Shadows, is boosted by autoclick power, and Umbra's main build up spell, Eclipse, is an accumulated that takes some time to build to a worthwhile
amount so the 125 [Spellcraft] node helps speed that up. The last spell slot is for filling up your other spells and for Conjure Primal Elemental when they're all ready. This means that the associated items only give bonuses to LS gained and are not recommended for use while bursting. continue with this until you have reached your desired level of
mysteries. it seems i have to play with him.... Feel free to add Conjure Manabeast, Conjure Primal Elemental and whatever else you'd like. Right after you switch to Umbramancer, You'll want to put Eclipse on the spellbar and set it to reckless. Still with worg, swap out Onyx Hound, Conjure Manabeast, Conjure Primal Elemental, and replace them
with Critical Mass, Shadows Of The Void, and Umbral Rage. Step 2: Repeat the Buildup Phase. The important part here is Eclipse stacking so don't use anything that helps gain LS. BUT.... This guide should be useful at any mysts with the only difference being the duration of the runs and the amount of LS to work with. Notes Thank you for checking
out my 2nd guide! Hopefully this helps clear up the confusion that is Umbramancer. The goal is to constantly run out of LS. Seethe In Shadows Attributes It may come as a surprise, but [Dominance] is the main stat for Spooky boi here, followed by 125[Spellcraft]/75[Mastery]. xDbest regards. The spellbar for building should be Condensing Shadows,
Onyx Hound, Conjure Manabeast, Dancing Flame, and Day Into Night. Burst Phase This is the only active part due to needing to click the orb occasionally to reset the Umbral Rage cost and switch the spells out. 81.23% (28.6) 56.08% (34.7) 50.15% (38.1) 44.35% (41.9) 38.95% (43.5) 37.81% (44.3) 30.71% (47.8) 22.29% (49.6) 21.09% (53.5) 16.76%
(61.0) 12.40% (69.6) 9.99% (75.1) 9.49% (76.5) 6.91% (82.6) 6.60% (85.8) 6.30% (90.8) 6.70% (84.1) 6.44% (87.4) 6.27% (90.8) 83.24% (27.9) 63.59% (32.1) 52.53% (36.1) 47.57% (40.3) 51.66% (37.0) 48.84% (39.1) 37.14% (46.0) 36.24% (46.9) 20.01% (57.7) 24.04% (48.7) 15.69% (63.3) 20.95% (54.5) 20.35% (55.5) 20.25% (56.6) 19.75% (58.7)
16.36% (62.2) 21.42% (51.5) 13.81% (67.0) 15.42% (64.6) 15.19% (65.8) 13.04% (68.3) 21.19% (52.5) 61.35% (33.0) Total amount of Exiles 100 11.77% (70.9) 71.20% (30.3) 39.62% (42.7) 9.25% (79.5) 99.53% (26.0) 47.27% (41.1) 37.68% (45.2) 22.23% (50.5) 11.73% (72.3) 18.94% (59.9) 11.33% (73.7) 8.95% (81.0) 5.60% (92.6) 3.29% (101.9) 2.88%
(117.9) 2.92% (117.3) 2.82% (437.6) 2.95% (116.8) 3.22% (105.9) 4.59% (96.2) Reach Expedition level 100 9.29% (78.0) 5.03% (94.4) 3.18% (105.9) 3.32% (101.9) 3.29% (101.9) 2.72% (484.1) 2.98% (108.0) 2.92% (117.3) 2.04% (612.6) 1.68% (750.5) Umbramancer at first glance seems like a class where you'll need to constantly have Idle Wizard in
front of your face clicking that orb, but as it turns out, it's quite the opposite. At 450: 150 [Dominance], 125 [Spellcraft]. Be sure to click the orb occasionally to reduce the cost effect of Umbral Rage. As long as you have the [Dominance] you'll make progress, but I'm sure you get the idea of the attribute spread. Stacking Phase This is where the
majority of the time spent in the run will be, roughly 60% of it. The Spells to charge are: P.S.- Stay with worg for this. This should roughly take up at least 30% of the run. i tried avoiding playing this class, because i dont understand how he works....But now... Build Phase This should be until _e6/_e7+ Liquid Shadow, depending on your mysteries. Last
edited by Spiritclaw; 19 Feb, 2021 @ 8:48am Note: This is ONLY to be used to report spam, advertising, and problematic (harassment, fighting, or rude) posts. Well do I have the guide for you! What you'll need: Umbramancer Shadow Stalker / recommended Ebonsand Behemoth Items: You could also use Fiery Grips in the hand slot. So you want an
easy way to go from 1e80 mysteries to 1e180 (or approximately that)? It may be useful to level Dominance at the same time as or before Master for some players. Insight, patience, wisdom: All 3 of these categories are mostly useless to umbra mancer and should be filled in only to meet requirements for items or if you have run out of space for other
attributes. P.S.- The "Drain" of LS that Eclipse and Onyx Hound have does NOT count towards Umbramancer's "Liquid Shadow Spent" passive. The LS you spent will make up for not building Eclipse more, but you can if you'd like. It seems confusing at first, but hopefully a run or two with this guide will help clear it up for you. There is only 1 spell
that gains a benefit from void mana buffs, while bursting you will not be in idle mode and no spells are used that require intensive use of spell shards. When your LS is empty the spell will cancel, but since it generates over time the spell will recast. Only cast Umbral Rage while manually casting Day Into Night to keep it going. Step 2: Open your game
after the 24hrs are up and buy mana gems and ONLY mana gems equip Homunculus or Simulacrum and click the orb to avoid going into idle mode continue until you have 2750 Mana Gems. Offline production from items adds to total bonuses and does not multiply (as would be expected and happens with some bonuses with other classes). Step 3:
Equip Umbramancer Phase 2: Build Up Equip Shadow Stalker (you should have it available if you have Umbramancer available), and the following spells. Gear is a completely different animal that I haven't tested yet, but I'd go with Evocation/Incantation gear -or- Autoclick profit/Evo/Inca gear depending on what you have unlocked/upgraded. After
you levels slow down (ideally where you can use all of Umbramancer's spells, but the further the better), you can switch to Umbramancer and begin the Stacking Phase. Void Mana Production, Void Entity spawn rate and Void Mana Per Entity do not effect Liquid Shadow in any way, the only benefit gained from Void mana in any form is from the
spell Shadows Of The Void. P.S.- If you wish to go through your LS slower, feel free to replace Seethe In Shadows for Flash Fire while switching to Ebonsand Behemoth, but be sure to use Seethe In Shadows for your actual burst. (Of course it never caps and you can spend days building up your class ability to get ridiculous bonuses, but so can every
class).
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